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ABSTRACT

Algorithms for alloating CPU bandwidth to soft real-time proesses exist, yet best-e�ort sheduling remains

an attrative model for both appliation developers and users. Best-e�ort sheduling is easy to use, provides a

reasonable trade-o� between fairness and responsiveness, and imposes no extra overhead for speifying resoure

demands. However, best-e�ort shedulers provide no resoure guarantees, limiting their ability to support

proesses with timeliness onstraints. Reating to the need for better support of soft real-time multimedia

appliations while reognizing that the best-e�ort model permeates desktop omputing for very good reasons,

we have developed BEST, an enhaned best-e�ort sheduler that ombines desirable aspets of both types of

omputing. BEST provides the well-behaved default harateristis of best-e�ort shedulers while signi�antly

improving support for periodi soft real-time proesses. BEST shedules using estimated deadlines based on

the dynamially deteted periods of proesses exhibiting periodi behavior, and assigns pseudo-periods to non-

periodi proesses to allow for good response time. This paper disusses the BEST sheduling model and

our implementation in Linux and presents results demonstrating that BEST outperforms the Linux sheduler

in handling soft real-time proesses, outperforms real-time shedulers in handling best-e�ort proesses, and

sometimes outperforms both, espeially in situations of proessor overload.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although many people wish to use their desktop workstations as multimedia platforms, onventional desk-

top operating systems do not diretly support the sheduling needs of soft real-time multimedia appliations.

Shedulers in onventional desktop operating systems use best-e�ort time-sharing poliies designed to redue

the lateny of interative proesses and provide adequate progress for all proesses. Beause they provide no

guarantees of proessing bandwidth, multimedia appliations may or may not reeive the timely sheduling they

require in order to play ontinuous sound or video.

1

Our previous work examined dynami desktop soft real-time using Dynami QoS Level Resoure Manage-

ment (DQM).

2, 3

In that work we showed that it is possible to robustly exeute soft real-time appliations

on best-e�ort systems. In partiular, we developed a middleware framework that allowed appliations to dy-

namially adjust their resoure usage based on the available resoures. By adjusting resoure usage suh that

the set of running appliations use less than 100% of the available resoures, a best-e�ort sheduler is able to

provide reasonable soft real-time performane. In that work we also demonstrated dynami estimate re�nement,

a tehnique that enables the system to dynamially adapt to inorret or unspei�ed resoure usage estimates.

Like most soft real-time systems, the DQM system has several issues that limit its ultimate utility in

generi desktop environments. First, beause it is a middleware solution, the performane of soft real-time

appliations varies signi�antly in the presene of best-e�ort or other appliations that do not ooperate with

the middleware resoure manager. Seond, like most soft real-time systems

4{10

it requires appliations to

interfae with speial-purpose soft real-time interfae routines. Third, like other soft real-time systems, the

DQM requires that appliations provide a priori estimates of resoure usage and period. Although the DQM
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system an dynamially adjust to inorret or unspei�ed resoure usage estimates, it annot adapt to inorret

or unspei�ed appliation periods.

This paper presents a solution that addresses those issues|BEST, a time-sharing sheduler that diretly

supports multimedia appliations while providing adequate progress and response time for best-e�ort applia-

tions. BEST dynamially measures proess behavior and uses the information to aid in sheduling deisions.

By deteting the rate at whih waiting proesses enter the run queue, the sheduler boosts the performane

of \well-behaved" periodi proesses by inreasing their priority, while preserving the behavior of traditional

time-sharing shedulers for non-periodi proesses; we use a Best-e�ort sheduler that is Enhaned for Soft

real-time Time-sharing, so we all it the BEST sheduler.

Current approahes to soft real-time sheduling require speial interfaes to the sheduler|BEST di�ers by

removing software authors' and users' awareness of the sheduler. Most speialized systems plae a burden of

speifying sheduling needs of an appliation either with the developer, who must use system alls to ommuni-

ate and negotiate with a sheduler, or the user, who expliitly hooses priorities or exeutes external software

to ontrol sheduling poliies. The BEST sheduler uses the best-e�ort model, so no proess is refused admission

or provided a servie guarantee. This is an attrative model beause it inurs no overhead for programmers

or users. Like other best-e�ort systems, if the user overburdens the system, the user will experiene degraded

system performane.
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However in the presene of other appliations or heavy (but not overburdened) use,

the BEST sheduler e�etively meets soft real-time deadlines for appliations that are well-behaved. And when

overburdened, BEST ontinues to provide satisfatory progress to all appliations.

This paper desribes an implementation of the BEST sheduler in the Linux kernel. Setion 2 summarizes

related researh that supports sheduling for multimedia. Setion 3 desribes the sheduler implementation,

and Setion 4 presents quantitative performane data. Finally, Setion 5 disusses our future plans for this

researh and Setion 6 provides onluding remarks.

2. RELATED WORK

Continuous real-time appliations require enough proessor bandwidth to meet their periodi deadlines.

12

We

lassify multimedia appliations as soft real-time beause, like real-time proesses, they must meet periodi

deadlines, but missing an oasional deadline results in diminished performane rather than outright failure.

13

2.1. Real-time Sheduling

Real-time systems, suh as RT-Mah,

10

are designed to meet hard deadline onstraints. Some versions of UNIX

support real-time sheduling lasses,

14

and many systems adapt the POSIX standard for real-time extensions.

15

In order to ensure preditable behavior, these system use strit sheduling poliies suh as Rate Monotoni

(RM) or Earliest Deadline First (EDF).

16

These sheduling algorithms require that the worst-ase workload is

known when on�guring a system. For industrial appliations, where systems are typially dediated to spei�

purposes and deadlines are hard, real-time systems are attrative beause they may be tuned to perform

preditably. However real-time operating systems are not well-suited for desktop use beause workload annot

in general be predited. Most multimedia sheduling researh fouses on integrating the desirable features of

hard real-time sheduling into general-purpose systems that have inonsistent workloads; an example is the

Nemesis Atropos sheduler, whih uses EDF based on deadlines derived from a proess's spei�ed share of

CPU bandwidth.

17

Multis also provides an EDF sheduler, using desired response time to determine virtual

deadlines of non-real-time proesses.

18

Like these systems, BEST shedules by earliest deadline, but unlike

previous systems it automatially detets the periods of proesses and assigns appropriate deadlines based on

this information, and assigns pseudo-deadlines to non-periodi proesses and shedules aordingly.

2.2. Multi-level Sheduling

One approah for handling a mix of appliations divides proesses aording to type, and assigns eah type to

di�erent shedulers; eah sheduler uses the poliy best suited for its type. In hierarhial shemes, a lower-

level sheduler reeives bandwidth alloated by the higher-level sheduling poliy. For example, in Real-Time

Linux,

19

the Linux kernel exeutes as the lowest priority task in a real-time sheduler alongside the other higher



priority real-time tasks. POSIX extensions also implement hierarhial sheduling|the real-time lasses defer

to the time-sharing lass when no real-time proess is ready to exeute.

Researhers use several tehniques of adapting multi-level sheduling to the needs of soft real-time systems.

Taking advantage of the POSIX multi-level sheduling lasses, user proesses may shedule soft real-time pro-

esses by dynamially altering their priorities,

20, 21

thereby removing soft real-time sheduling deisions from

the kernel. Some more sophistiated approahes to hierarhial sheduling inlude the SFQ algorithm, whih

proportionally shares bandwidth among the levels so that time-ritial appliations reeive adequate resoures,

22

and CPU Inheritane Sheduling,

23

whih allows sheduling threads to donate proessing to other sheduler

threads in exible arbitrary arrangements of hierarhies. The Vassal projet

24

adds a system interfae for users

to install their own shedulers. Another method applied to soft real-time is middleware resoure management

�

.

Middleware managers monitor a system's resoures usage, and provide reommendations to adaptive soft real-

time proesses. DQM

2

uses this approah to maximize bene�ts for salable soft real-time proesses, independent

of the underlying kernel sheduler.

The arhitetural approah of dividing sheduling into levels reates exibility for systems running a mix of

appliations of di�ering proessing needs; with it omes the problem of hoosing ideal on�gurations, whih as

researh indiates is not trivial. System arhitets, and in some ases users, must make informed deisions for the

layout of sheduling hierarhy. For the BEST sheduler, we do not introdue the omplexity of multiple levels

of sheduling, and instead rely on a single algorithm for all proesses. The algorithm is designed to minimize

lateny for periodi and interative proesses. However, using the sheduler does not prelude integration into

multi-level shemes.

2.3. Proportional-share Sheduling

Reognizing the low preditability of general-purpose system workloads and the relaxed deadline requirements

for multimedia appliations, a large body of researh fouses on reating new shedulers better suited to a mix

of appliation types. Most systems alloate eah proess a share of proessing bandwidth, and use an algorithm

to assign allotted CPU guarantees within minimal error bounds. For periodi appliations, share is alloated

to meet the exeution rate required to meet deadlines. Fair-sharing is enfored so no proess inhibits another's

ability to meet deadlines.

Proportional sheduling systems share similar onepts yet di�er in strategy. Here we briey mention some

systems; this list is not omprehensive. EEVDF

25

alulates a virtual deadline for eah proess as a funtion

of measured and allotted share, and shedules aording to EDF; Stride Sheduling

26

uses a similar notion of

virtual time. Systems suh as BVT

5

and BERT

4

provide enhaned fair-sharing algorithms aimed at inreasing

the throughput of deadline-sensitive proesses by dynamially realloating shares on a short-term basis. Some

systems utilize admission ontrol: proesses reserve shares, and the sheduler denies admission when requested

reservations are not available.

8

The CM

27

and SMART

9

shedulers provide feedbak to appliations so they

may adapt to dynamially hanging loads, allowing the sheduler to adjust to higher workloads without resorting

to restriting admission.

To meet deadlines, the proportional sheduler must determine the proper share for eah proess; a proess

must somehow speify its rate requirement. In many ases, this information is built into the proess, and upon

start-up it noti�es the sheduler through a system API. It may be diÆult to determine a desired rate if the speed

of the target proessor is unknown; abstrations for speifying rate address this problem

6

(however beause the

abstrated rates are typially not expressed in units of system lok tiks, lok skew is inevitably introdued).

For systems that inlude feedbak from the sheduler to the proess, greater exibility omes at the expense

of even more demand on appliation developers. Additionally, some systems provide mehanisms for users to

speify the quality of servie they desire from a proess, and allow run-time modi�ation of share assignments

through GUIs, plaing the burden of sheduling spei�ation on both the developers and the software users.

The BEST sheduler does not need to be informed of proesses' rates, making the development and use of SRT

appliations easier.

�

While not stritly hierarhial, middleware an be onsidered a meta-sheduler for partiipating proesses.



2.4. The State of SRT Sheduling

The sheduling algorithms and systems proposed by researhers support servie guarantees that are not pos-

sible with best-e�ort sheduling. However, fully utilizing them involves diÆult deisions provided by system

builders, appliations developers, and users. System builders must set appropriate arhiteture for hierarhies of

shedulers. Developers must onform to new system APIs, reduing the portability of appliations. Users must

hassle with tuning the sheduling parameters for desired performane; the average desktop user may not be

interested in or apable of aomplishing this task. Our experiene suggests that most multimedia appliations

only su�er oasional glithes whih may be adequately addressed with better best-e�ort sheduling. The ease

and simpliity of best-e�ort sheduling makes it the most attrative model for many platforms|by enhaning

the performane of soft real-time proesses, the users may never notie the absene of servie guarantees.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

The goal of BEST is to enhane the performane of soft real-time tasks by deteting periodi proesses and

boosting their priorities to improve their hanes of meeting their deadlines. Like most UNIX shedulers,

28, 29

it dynamially alulates proess priorities. It is aimed at desktop users who desire better performane from

multimedia appliations without the omplexity of a system with servie guarantees.

The sheduler must deide whih programs have periodi deadline requirements by making an assumption:

appliations with periodi deadlines enter a runnable state when they begin a periodi omputation, and upon

ompletion use synhronization primitives (suh as timers) to wait for the beginning of the next period. We

predit that by observing the times that a proess enters the queue of runnable proesses we an make reasonable

guesses about its period. A periodi proess is \well-behaved" if it enters the runnable queue in a preditable

pattern. It is possible that some proesses that repeatedly enter the runnable state may be misidenti�ed as

having a periodi deadline even though they do not; in this ase, they may bene�t from the mistake. This is

not a onern as long as the CPU resoure isn't signi�antly overburdened, and the sheduler an be tuned to

minimize the likelihood of suh ourrenes.

In order to test the assumption that multimedia proesses enter the run queue with preditable period,

we instrumented the Linux kernel to reord the entry time of a proess to the nearest

1

800

of a seond, and

then ran some sample single-threaded multimedia proesses. We examined mpeg play, a desktop MPEG video

player, and mpg123, a desktop mp3 audio player. We found that these proesses did exhibit measurable periodi

behavior. Table 1 shows the average period and standard deviation in miroseonds for the sample runs. These

experiments were exeuted on a 650 MHz AMD i686 system.

Both multimedia programs enter the run queue with detetable periods, however their behavior di�ers: the

video player must keep a nominal framerate, whereas the audio player periodially feeds a bu�er so its timing

requirement is not as strit; it only needs to keep the bu�er from ompletely draining. When mpeg play displays

frames, it enters the run queue twie per frame, one for frame synhronization and one waiting for a video

bu�er, then sleeps until it is time to display the next frame. Beause it enters the run queue twie during

the same tik, the deteted average period is half the atual frame period, and the standard deviation is lose

Table 1: Average period, standard deviation, and CPU usage for sample multimedia proesses.

Average Standard CPU

Proess period (ms) deviation usage

mpeg play (24 frame/s) 21.7 21.9 19.3%

mpeg play (24 frame/s) (no display) 42.3 9.2 13.0%

mpeg play (30 frame/s) 17.0 17.4 19.5%

mpeg play (30 frame/s) (no display) 34.6 13.1 15.9%

mpg123 (128 kbit/s) 160.2 31.7 2.2%

mpg123 (128 kbit/s) (di�erent mp3) 160.2 31.8 2.2%



to the average period (Setion 3.3.2 explains how BEST deals with this anomaly). When display is disabled,

mpeg play proesses the �le without rendering it. In this ase it does not blok waiting for the video frame

bu�er, and its period it equivalent to its frame rate. The audio player is not driven by a framerate or lok; it

repeatedly �lls a bu�er with audio data, sleeping for a �xed period between eah �ll. As expeted, it exhibits

periodi behavior, but sine the period is not sheduled at a spei� rate it has higher variane than the video

player.

3.1. Design Goals

In developing the BEST sheduler we had a number of spei� design riteria. The riteria and rationale for

the sheduler design are:

1. The same sheduling poliy should apply to every appliation, regardless of its sheduling needs|a uniform

algorithm simpli�es sheduling deisions.

2. Neither users or developers should have to provide any a priori information about the proess to be

exeuted.

3. The sheduler should enhane the performane of soft real-time appliations.

� Proesses that enter the runnable queue in preditable patterns should reeive a priority boost; it

should be based on lassial real-time sheduling results, i.e. the priority boost should be based on

measured rate or deadline.

� This algorithm should reate a positive feedbak loop for well-behaved soft real-time proesses; when

proesses do not miss deadlines, they have the opportunity to wait for the next period, inreasing

the likelihood of onsistent patterns.

� The sheduler should be preemptive. Sine periodi proesses have higher priority, this prevents

missed deadlines.

4. The default behavior of the sheduler should be reasonable and onsistent with general purpose time-

sharing shedulers.

� The sheduler should favor interative proesses over CPU-bound proesses.

� No proess should starve. The presene of ompute intensive periodi proesses annot ompletely

hinder the progress of other proesses. Proesses will reeive time slies that prevent them from

monopolizing the CPU and improve overall responsiveness.

� When the system is not fully loaded, hanges to workload should not e�et the performane of already

exeuting proesses. For fully loaded systems, performane should degrade graefully.

3.2. Linux Sheduler Details

We implemented the BEST sheduling algorithm in the Linux 2.2.5 kernel. We seleted Linux as a development

platform beause it is a popular desktop environment and soure ode is readily available. A brief desription

of the unmodi�ed Linux sheduler is instrutive for understanding the di�erenes.

A funtion alled shedule() alloates the CPU to a proess. It loops through all proesses in the runnable

queue, and selets the one with highest dynami priority. The exeution of shedule() is triggered two ways:

expliitly when a running proess is put to sleep, or upon return from an interrupt or trap if the running

proess's need reshed ag is set. For example, when a proess's time quantum expires, the timer interrupt

handler sets its need reshed ag.

A funtion alled goodness() alulates dynami priorities. The dynami priority is also interpreted as a

time quantum, and dereases for every lok tik the proess exeutes. When all runnable proesses onsume

their quantum, shedule() loops through all proesses (inluding those not in the run queue) and reomputes



their dynami priority using pri = pri=2+nie, where nie is a positively saled user-settable sheduling priority.

When this alulation ours, a suspended proess with a non-zero time quantum reeives a priority boost; the

purpose is to inrease the responsiveness of interative proesses over CPU-bound proesses. For a program that

is always suspended, the priority as a funtion of the number of alulations n, is pri(n) = [(2

n+1

�1)=2

n

℄�nie.

Priority quikly inreases, but as n!1, pri = 2�nie, limiting the priority (and time quantum) from growing

too large.

The Linux sheduler implementation is designed to mimi the behavior of a multi-level feedbak queue, and

although dynami priority alulations di�er from 4.4BSD (well-doumented by MKusik et al.

29

), the goal

of the sheduling poliy remains the same: favor I/O-bound over CPU-intensive proesses while allowing no

proess to starve. The 4.4BSD sheduler di�ers from Linux by inluding a time-deaying estimate of the CPU

usage in the priority alulation. The Windows NT sheduler employs a similar tehnique.

24

3.3. BEST Sheduler Details

The BEST sheduler uses an even simpler algorithm than the Linux sheduler. Every proess has a deadline

that is omputed when the proess enters the runnable queue. The shedule() funtion selets the runnable

proess with the earliest deadline. Sine we do not know a proess's deadline, a simple heuristi is used to

estimate its period, and the deadline is set to the expiration of its next period.

3.3.1. Period detetion

BEST estimates period when a proess enters the runnable queue (queue entry is through a single funtion

alled wake up proess()). The estimated period P

est

is the time that elapsed sine the proess previously

entered the runnable queue. The new e�etive period P

n

is alulated by taking a weighted average with the

previous period P

n�1

, stated as P

n

= (P

est

+ w � P

n�1

)=(1 + w). Adjusting the weight fator w ontrols how

fast the sheduler forgets previous behavior. If the period exeeds a maximum value it is trunated, therefore

periods longer than this maximum are not deteted. The wake up proess() funtion determines a proess's

next deadline by adding its e�etive period to the urrent time. The sheduler uses the deadline as a priority

when seleting runnable proesses. This funtion also sets an additional value alled the deadline timer. This

timer indiates how muh CPU time a proess may reeive before its deadline is reset. Like the quantum timer,

the deadline timer value is deremented for every tik the proess exeutes. The deadline and deadline timer

values are stored in the proess's state struture.

Every time a proess is sheduled for the CPU it exeutes until either its quantum expires, it bloks, or

it is preempted, at whih time shedule() is triggered. Before seleting the next proess to exeute, if the

urrent proess's deadline timer expired, shedule() sets its next deadline to a time beyond the maximum

detetable period|in e�et it lowers the priority of any proess that doesn't leave the runnable queue before

its deadline timer expires. Only wake up proess() resets the deadline timer, so for a proess that never

bloks shedule() will postpone its deadline whenever it exeutes. Postponing a deadline to greater than the

maximum period ensures that proesses with deteted periods will have earlier deadlines. Beause a postponed

deadline is not reomputed until after the proess is alloated the CPU, starvation is prevented. One a deadline

is set, eventually the proess will be sheduled as time advanes.

3.3.2. Con�dene

Not every proess that repeatedly wakes up is periodi, so an additional step evaluates the on�dene that the

estimated period is indeed due to periodi behavior. Con�dene is a measure of the di�erene between the

urrent measured period, and the nearest multiple of the average period. (The expression jP

est

mod P

n

� P

n

=2j

alulates a on�dene value between 0 and P

n

=2, but in pratie we use bit shifts and �xed-point math, yielding

a value normalized between 0 and 16). A proess is \well-behaved" if its on�dene exeeds a threshold. A

proess that is not well-behaved will reeive a deadline timer of 0, meaning that it is eligible to have its deadline

reset following its next sheduled quantum. Although sheduling priority is set aording to its estimated period,

one it uses its urrent quantum the proess will be resheduled with a CPU-bound pseudo-period unless its

on�dene inreases above threshold.



By alulating on�dene using a multiple of the period (impliit in the modulo operation), we elude the

e�et of deteting an average period that is half the atual period (as observed in Table 1, where we saw that

a video player entered the run queue twie per frame). This e�et also helps proesses that miss an oasional

deadline. When a periodi proess misses a deadline, it may not sleep and wake up again until a later period,

when it suessfully ompletes a omputation on time. This proess will still reeive a high on�dene rating

when it does, allowing it another opportunity to meet its next deadline. However, the weighting of its time-

deaying average period will impat its next deadline assignment and subsequent on�dene rating. The oupled

e�et of this weighting fator and the on�dene threshold impat the performane of the sheduler.

3.3.3. Other hanges

In order to detet periods of proesses with high rates, we inreased the timer resolution of Linux by a fator of

8. Linux proesses 100 lok tiks per seond; for a video player showing 33 frames/seond the average period

is 3 tiks, so a measurement error of 1 tik is a signi�ant perentage of its period. By inreasing the timer

resolution to 800 tiks per seond, measurements are more �nely grained and provide a better estimate of the

appliation periods. Interestingly, we found that speeding up the timer inreased the throughput of proesses

by about 5%, not the intuitive result expeted from inreasing the frequeny of timer interrupt proessing. We

do not at present have a satisfatory explanation for this result.

BEST uses a time quantum to limit the time a proess may hold the CPU. In Linux, the default proessing

time quantum is 0.2 seonds, and may be modi�ed between 0.01 and 0.40 seonds using the UNIX nie faility.

In BEST the default proessing quantum is set to 0.1 seond, whih is historially the quantum used in BSD as

it provides an ideal responsiveness for interative proesses.

29

Using the nie faility sales this range between

0.005 and 0.20 seonds. In BEST, a running proess may be preempted by one with an earlier deadline; however,

similar to Linux, ontext swithes are redued by disabling preemption when a urrent quantum expires in less

than 10 milliseonds. Note that when an exeuting proess still has a positive deadline timer, an expired

quantum will not a�et its sheduling priority and it is likely to be seleted again. This makes the deadline

timer behave like an interval timer, as used in Nemesis.

17

In the future, we plan to replae all quanta with

interval timers to redue unneessary sheduling overhead.

3.3.4. Tuning the sheduler

Several parameters a�et the behavior of the BEST sheduler: the maximum period, the deadline timer, the

weight used for averaging period measurements, and the on�dene threshold. The maximum detetable period

ontrols the responsiveness of CPU-bound proesses in a heavily loaded system, sine their pseudo-deadlines

are delayed beyond this period. The deadline timer ditates the maximum amount of time a proess reeives

before resetting its deadline; if too large, a proess may monopolize the CPU, and if too short, it may not

meet its deadline. Finally, the averaging weight and on�dene threshold impat the e�etiveness of the period

detetion algorithm.

For the BEST prototype desribed in Setion 4, we use a maximum period of 5.12 seonds (with an extra

o�set of 0.1 seond added to the deadline of CPU-bound proesses), a weighting average of

1

3

, and a generous

threshold that allows any on�dene level to pass. The deadline timer is the same as the period, so that a

proess's deadline is not reset until it uses all the proessing time of a period. In pratie, a proess should use

less time than its period, otherwise it will miss deadlines in the presene of any other work and is generally

not shedulable on a shared system. These defaults work well in our experiments where all proesses were

\well-behaved," although we expet them to require tuning for more real workloads.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To examine how well the BEST sheduler meets the design riteria set forth in Setion 3.1 we onduted a set

of experiments omparing the performane of the BEST sheduler with that of the Linux sheduler and a Rate

Monotoni (RM) sheduler. We hose RM as a representative real-time sheduler beause the POSIX standard

spei�es a sheduling lass with stati priorities apable of supporting RM sheduling. Note, however, that the

alulation of priorities for RM sheduling requires a spei�ation of appliation periods while the default Linux

sheduler and BEST do not.
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Figure 1: Linux and BEST shedulers running (1) loop and (2) periodi 0.1s 40%.

While running ombinations of greedy (CPU-intensive) and periodi (soft real-time) proesses, we measured

the throughput of all proesses and the number of missed deadlines for periodi proesses. Two syntheti

appliations were used in the experiments. Loop endlessly onsumes CPU bandwidth by runhing math

operations. Periodi takes two arguments, a period and a perentage; it attempts to onsume the desired

perentage of CPU bandwidth during eah period. If it ompletes before a deadline it pauses until the beginning

of the next period, and if not it reords a missed deadline and starts the next period's omputation. All

experiments were exeuted on a 200 MHz Pentium Pro system with 256K ahe and 256M RAM.

Our results show that in general the Linux sheduler performs reasonably well when the total demand of

soft real-time proesses is less than 100% of the CPU and eah proess requires no more than than

1

n

of the

CPU, where n is the number of running proesses. This is onsistent with our previous work in exeuting soft

real-time proesses on best-e�ort systems. Figure 1 shows the performane of the Linux sheduler and the

BEST sheduler with one best-e�ort proess (loop) and one SRT proess (periodi, with

1

10

seond period and

CPU requirements of 40% of the CPU). Beause the Linux sheduler provides approximately equal amounts of

CPU yles to eah appliation and beause the SRT proess requires less than 50% of the CPU (it's nominal

fair share) the Linux sheduler met all appliation deadlines. Similarly, the BEST sheduler met all deadlines

and provided the same amount of resoures to eah appliation as the Linux sheduler: 40% of the CPU was

granted to the SRT proess and 60% was granted to the best-e�ort proess. A similar experiment was performed

(Figure 2) replaing loop with a seond SRT appliation (periodi, with the same parameters). The results were

similar exept that the idle loop onsumed the remaining 20% of unused CPU yles. With reasonable priorities,

RM would perform the same.

When a soft real-time proess requires more than its nominal share of the available CPU yles, the Linux

sheduler is unable to satisfy it in the presene of CPU-bound best-e�ort proesses. Spei�ally, when two

proesses of equal priority ompete, the Linux sheduler gives them eah about 50% of the available CPU

yles (with slightly more given to proesses that blok oasionally). Figure 3 shows the performane of the

Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers with one best-e�ort proess (loop) and one SRT proess (periodi, with

1

10

seond period and 70% CPU usage). Here we see that the Linux sheduler provides approximately 50% of the

available CPU yles to eah proess, ausing the SRT proess to miss 29% of its deadlines. By ontrast, the RM

sheduler (with appropriate priorities) provides the SRT proess with 70% of the available yles, enabling it to

meet all of its deadlines while still allowing the best-e�ort proess to progress at a reasonable rate. In this ase,

the BEST sheduler provided exatly the same performane as the RM sheduler, enabling the SRT proess to

meet all of its deadlines while still allowing the best-e�ort proess to progress using the remaining CPU yles.

Reall, however, that BEST dynamially determines the appliation periods whereas Rate Monotoni requires

that periods be spei�ed in order to determine appropriate priorities.
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Figure 2: Linux and BEST shedulers running (1) periodi 0.1s 40% and (2) periodi 0.1s 40%.
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Figure 3: Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers with (1) loop and (2) periodi 0.1s 70%.

Even in ases where the Linux sheduler should theoretially allow SRT proesses to meet all of their

deadlines, suh as when eah requires less than its nominal share of the CPU, it is still possible that eah

proess will fail to meet its deadline. Beause the Linux sheduler is unaware of resoure requirements or

deadlines, its well-intentioned sheduling deisions an result in some proesses missing deadlines that ould

otherwise be met. Figure 4(a) shows the Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers running three proesses; one best-

e�ort proess and two SRT proesses, eah of whih require 30% of the CPU, one with a period of

1

10

seond

and the other with a period of 1 seond. Beause eah SRT proess needs less than its nominal share of the

CPU, all deadlines should theoretially be met. However, due to the details of the Linux sheduler, we see that

in fat the proess with the shorter period reeived less than 30% of the CPU and missed 6% of its deadlines.

By ontrast, the same proesses running with the BEST sheduler missed no deadlines. As an be seen from

the graph, the two SRT proess reeived about the same amount of CPU time and approximately 30% of the

available yles. Similarly, these proesses made all deadlines under RM sheduling.

Figure 4(b) shows a magni�ed view of a portion of the data from Figure 4(a), providing greater detail about

when eah sheduling deision is made and how muh CPU is sheduled at eah deision. In partiular, it shows

that under the Linux sheduler, the short period SRT proess reeives less CPU and at greater intervals than

under the BEST sheduler. Under the Linux sheduler, this proess experienes a short gap every seond where

it is not sheduled. This auses the proess to miss some deadlines. Under the BEST sheduler, this does not

our and the proesses miss no deadlines at all.

While any set of soft-real time proesses with a CPU requirement less than 100% is theoretially shedulable
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(a) Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers.
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(b) Detail view of appliation progress in Linux and BEST.

Figure 4: Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers with (1) loop (2) periodi 1s 30% and (3) periodi 0.1s 30%.

without missed deadlines, in many ases the Linux sheduler annot alloate enough share to SRT proesses in

ompetition with a greedy proess. Figure 5 shows the Linux, BEST and RM shedulers with four proesses,

one best-e�ort and three SRT, one with a period of 1 seond requiring 30% of the CPU, one with a period

of

1

2

seond requiring 30% of the CPU, and one with a period of

1

10

seond requiring 30% of the CPU. The

Linux sheduler annot meet all deadlines beause it alloates roughly

1

4

of the resoures to eah proess, and

it performs very poorly, missing 83%, 80%, and 10% of the deadlines of the periodi proesses, respetively.

Again, like the RM sheduler, the BEST sheduler met all deadlines while still allowing the best e�ort proess

to make progress.

One shortoming of rate-monotoni sheduling is its inability to �nd a feasible shedule that fully utilizes

the CPU when running periodi appliations that exhibit non-harmoni periods.

12

By using EDF to make

the atual sheduling deisions, BEST does not exhibit this property. Figure 6 shows the performane of the

three shedulers with four proesses, one best-e�ort and three SRT, one with a period of 0.61 seonds requiring

31% of the CPU, one with a period of 0.43 seonds requiring 30% of the CPU and one with a period of 0.13

seonds requiring 31% of the CPU. In this ase, the SRT proesses need 92% of the CPU and have non-harmoni

periods. The Linux sheduler provides approximately equal CPU to eah proess with the result that the best-
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Figure 5. Linux, BEST and RM shedulers with (1) loop (2) periodi 1s 30% (3) periodi 0.5s 30% and (4) periodi

0.1s 30%
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Figure 6. Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers with (1) loop (2) periodi 0.61s 31% (3) periodi 0.43s 30% and (4) periodi

0.13 31%.

e�ort proess makes too muh progress and prevents the SRT proesses from meeting enough deadlines|they

miss 77%, 66%, and 16% respetively. In theory, RM sheduling may not meet all deadlines and that is exatly

what we observe. RM auses the proess with the longest period (and thus the lowest Rate Monotoni priority)

to miss 27% of its deadlines. Outperforming both other shedulers, BEST exeutes the proesses and meets all

SRT deadlines.

An important question about any SRT sheduler is how it performs in situations of system overload. Best-

e�ort shedulers will in general alloate a proportional share of the CPU to eah proess, Rate Monotoni will

meet the deadlines of proesses with highest priority (generally those with the lowest period),

12

and EDF

will miss all deadlines by roughly the same amount.

30

While the overload of either RT sheduler might be

onsidered optimal in some stritly SRT environments, they su�er from the fat that they will starve best-

e�ort proesses entirely. Figure 7 shows the performane of the Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers with four

proesses, one best-e�ort, one SRT with period 1 seond requiring 40% of the CPU, one SRT with period

1

2

seonds requiring 40% of the CPU, and one SRT with period

1

10

seonds requiring 40% of the CPU. Beause

the resoure requirements of the SRT proess sum to greater than 100% of the CPU, no sheduler an meet

all of the deadlines. The Linux sheduler gives eah proess roughly

1

4

of the CPU, ausing the SRT proesses

to miss 98%, 93%, and 19% of their deadlines, respetively, and allows the best-e�ort proess to make very

good progress, getting a full

1

4

of the available CPU yles. The RM sheduler meets all of the deadlines for

the two SRT proesses with shorter deadlines, but misses 98% of the deadlines for the SRT proess with the

longest deadline and doesn't allow the best-e�ort proess to run at all. The BEST sheduler embodies the best

harateristis of both shedulers, distributing (somewhat) and minimizing the missed deadlines (71%, 5%, and

2% respetively) while still allowing the best-e�ort proess to make reasonable progress.

A primary goal of the BEST sheduler is to minimize the number of missed deadlines for soft real-time
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Figure 7. Linux, BEST, and RM shedulers with (1) loop (2) periodi 1s 40% (3) periodi 0.5s 40% and (4) periodi

0.1 40%.

Table 2: Summary of perentage of deadlines missed for all experiments.

Sheduler

Experiment Proess Linux BEST RM

1 loop - - -

periodi(0.1s 40%) 0 0 0

2 periodi(0.1s 40%) 0 0 0

periodi(0.1s 40%) 0 0 0

3 loop - - -

periodi(0.1s 70%) 29 0 0

4 loop - - -

periodi(1.0s 30%) 0 0 0

periodi(0.1s 30%) 6 0 0

5 loop - - -

periodi(1.0s 30%) 83 0 0

periodi(0.5s 30%) 80 0 0

periodi(0.1s 30%) 10 0 0

6 loop - - -

periodi(0.61s 31%) 77 0 27

periodi(0.43s 30%) 66 0 0

periodi(0.13s 31%) 16 0 0

7 loop - - -

periodi(1.0s 40%) 98 71 98

periodi(0.5s 40%) 93 5 0

periodi(0.1s 40%) 19 2 0

proesses while providing good best-e�ort performane. The previous �gures show that BEST approximates

the performane of both Linux and RM as appropriate. Table 2 summarizes the perentage of deadlines missed

by eah sheduler in all of the experiments. It shows that BEST meets or exeeds the performane of both the

Linux and Rate Monotoni shedulers in eah of the experiments shown.

A �nal question that is diÆult to answer with data is the qualitative one|how does the sheduler perform

in general use? To attempt to answer this question, we have been running the BEST sheduler (in Linux) on

a desktop mahine for the past few months. We have experiened no anomalous behavior, response time has

been satisfatory and \normal," SRT proesses de�nitely appear to run better, and BE proesses do not starve

while SRT proesses are running. While this is not onlusive, it is quite enouraging.



5. FUTURE WORK

Experiments show that the BEST prototype meets its intended purpose: enhaning the performane of periodi

proesses while apturing the bene�ts of a best-e�ort model. It also preserves the design goals of general-

purpose operating systems by favoring I/O-intensive over CPU-bound jobs; as users we suessfully employ the

sheduler on a development and general purpose platform with no adverse e�et on responsiveness. However,

many of the sheduler parameters are not tuned for exeuting real multimedia appliations and workloads. For

example, proesses entering the system are urrently initialized with sheduling parameters that make them

appear periodi. Running a bath proess (suh as a ompile) will generate several jobs that might interfere with

already running proesses; by determining proper initial values for proess strutures we an limit this e�et. In

the future we will tune BEST sheduler using the behavior of popular multimedia pakages as examples (suh

as MpegTV and xmms). Many multimedia appliations are multi-threaded and depend on the responsiveness

of other proesses suh as the X server. In light of the dependenies of these appliations, we must reexamine

the naive assumptions of our test proesses. For example, a more sophistiated version of the sheduler may

detet dependenies and allow a proess to inherit the deadline of related proesses.

In addition, we believe that BEST has better jitter performane than the default Linux sheduler. We

intend to haraterize the jitter performane of BEST and ompare it with the other shedulers examined in

this paper. Another aspet of BEST that we have yet to examine is the e�et of hanging priorities. We believe

that by automatially adjusting the priorities of the SRT proesses we an adapt the system to provide any

missed-deadline behavior desired. In partiular, we should be able to spread out the missed deadlines aross

the SRT proesses or minimize the missed deadlines of more important proesses.

6. CONCLUSION

Standard best-e�ort shedulers make no resoure guarantees, but soft real-time appliations require some as-

surane of resoure alloation in order to meet deadlines. Best-e�ort sheduling is thought to perform poorly

for multimedia; but beause it is simple to use, the best-e�ort model ontinues to be attrative for both appli-

ation developers and users of general purpose systems. BEST is a CPU sheduler that adheres to a best-e�ort

sheduling poliy while automatially deteting and boosting the performane of periodi soft real-time pro-

esses. BEST dynamially determines appliation periods and shedules proesses aording to earliest deadline

�rst, a well-known sheduler for real-time systems. However, unlike real-time shedulers, it uses simple heuristis

to determine deadlines for both periodi and non-periodi proesses.

This paper presents the design and implementation of the prototype BEST sheduler in the Linux kernel. It

inludes the results of a set of experiments demonstrating the sheduler's e�etiveness at boosting the perfor-

mane of proesses with soft deadlines, while preserving desired harateristis of general purpose time-sharing

shedulers. In partiular, our results show that BEST performs as well as or better than the Linux sheduler

and RM sheduling in handling best-e�ort, soft real-time, and a ombination of the two types of proesses.

This holds true in situations of both proessor underload and proessor overload and is done with no a priori

knowledge of the appliations, their resoure usage, or their periods. By ontinuing these experiments with

more realisti workloads and by �ne-tuning the sheduler parameters, we expet to develop the prototype into

a full-edged and robust system appropriate for widespread and general use.
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